
FOCUS ON...FOCUS ON...FOCUS ON...    

IS IT SAFE...IS IT SAFE...IS IT SAFE...
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AGE RATING?AGE RATING?AGE RATING?   

HOW DOES IT WOrk?HOW DOES IT WOrk?HOW DOES IT WOrk?

Take time to check it out for yourself. Always promote yourself as a source of
support, and someone to talk to if a child or young person has any concerns.

Advice for keeping children & young people safeAdvice for keeping children & young people safeAdvice for keeping children & young people safe

TOP TIPS...TOP TIPS...

  

NGL stands for "not gonna lie". Users post their "NGL link" onNGL stands for "not gonna lie". Users post their "NGL link" on
an instagram story, and their followers can send anonymousan instagram story, and their followers can send anonymous
messages to their NGL inbox in the app.messages to their NGL inbox in the app.    The creators say "weThe creators say "we

made NGL as a place where you can be your real, honest,made NGL as a place where you can be your real, honest,
authentic self. Silly, somber, sassy, and everything inauthentic self. Silly, somber, sassy, and everything in

between."between."

Users must be over 18 to use the app. However, there isUsers must be over 18 to use the app. However, there is
no age verification process.no age verification process.  
Anyone with an instagram account can set up a NGLAnyone with an instagram account can set up a NGL
account. Instagram requires users to be over 13.account. Instagram requires users to be over 13.  
Which means users under 18 simply download the NGLWhich means users under 18 simply download the NGL
app and enter their instagram username to gain access.app and enter their instagram username to gain access.  

  

The app uses AI contentThe app uses AI content
moderation that utilises deepmoderation that utilises deep
learning and rule-basedlearning and rule-based
character pattern-matchingcharacter pattern-matching
algorithms to filter out harmfulalgorithms to filter out harmful  
  language and bullying, includinglanguage and bullying, including
emojis. However, not entirelyemojis. However, not entirely
fool-proof.fool-proof.  
In-app reporting and blocking.In-app reporting and blocking.  
There is a 'Safety Centre' withThere is a 'Safety Centre' with
information for users, parents,information for users, parents,
law enforcement and educators.law enforcement and educators.  
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Block sender - bullying can beBlock sender - bullying can be
stopped in it's tracks by blocking thestopped in it's tracks by blocking the
sender of the harmful message onsender of the harmful message on
NGL.NGL.  
Report the message to the NGLReport the message to the NGL
team in the app.team in the app.    

If as an adult you decide to use this appIf as an adult you decide to use this app
consider the following:consider the following:
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This app is not suitable for
children (those under 18). 

They are more likely to experience
harassment, alarm or dIstress
because users can be anonymous.


